REGENERATION

REGENERATION
“Art washes away from the soul the dust of everyday life”
Pablo Picasso, 1881-1973

Almost two years from the start of the world pandemic this quotation
seems more relevant than ever.
The Japanese have long dealt with natural disasters that have tested
their resolve to rebuild and renew, and within this context the arts have
always provided a reassuring source of continuity that has defined
enduring societal values. Creating originality while respecting traditions
and maintaining vital continuity is central to the arts of Japan.
Contained within this catalogue are works which, I suggest, epitomise
the optimism of artistic endeavour to transcend the challenges of
everyday life and provide a source of spiritual regeneration. Artworks
by Li Tsz Mei and Azusa Irizawa – two young female artists, just
embarking on their careers – revisit precedents to create new
approaches in ceramic and lacquer respectively. Other artists, such
as Okada Yuji and Taimei Morino, are working towards the end of their
illustrious careers, but continue to produce works that can delight and
astonish in their brilliance.

Front cover
Detail of catalogue item 5
Opposite
Detail of catalogue item 18
Back cover
Detail of catalogue items 06, 10, 12

Regeneration also takes the form of rediscovery and refinement of
historic techniques, as seen in the work of Tsukamoto Kaiji, whose
lifelong passion for the porcelains of the Chinese Song Dynasty revived
lost skills and, in 1983, resulted in his gaining the award of Living
National Treasure for his achievements. A final, major, work by
award-winning ceramicist Miyashita Zenji (1939–2012), projects a
utopian tranquility through his ability to fashion calming landscapes
using his signature creative process.
While our lives may remain constrained, the optimism and creativity of
the Japanese artistic spirit continues to inspire us through its dedication
to visual beauty.
Simon Pilling
East Asian Art & Interiors
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TEA POT
uwade kyusu
by LI Tsz Mei (b. 1996)
			

Reiwa period, 2020
Porcelain body, metal glaze, kinzoku, brass
handle
9 dia. x 8.5/17 (h) cm
Signed tomobako

This piece of timeless elegance –
strikingly contemporary, while
exhibiting archaic qualities – is the
graduation piece of Chinese potter
Tsz Mei Li, and was exhibited at the
Gifu Museum of Modern Ceramic Art
as part of the 2020 Graduate Show
of the Tajimi Ceramics Research
Facility, ishoken.
Li, born in Hong Kong, first graduated
in ceramics from the Hong Kong Art
School in 2018 before moving to
Japan to further her studies. In
focusing on the central ritual of tea
drinking she bridges the cultures of
China and Japan. The form of the
piece – a top-handled teapot – is
essentially Japanese, as seen in the
traditional cast-iron tetsubin used for
boiling water for tea. In its
presentation it is also reminiscent of
archaic metal vessels, with allusions
to oxidisation, the finely moulded lid
with finial, and a densely textured
golden surface.
But, with the exception of the
hand-formed metal handle, the whole
is ceramic. Opening the lid reveals its

delicate formation and, on the
underside, the pure white of its raw
porcelain. The body of the interior
carries a rich blue glaze that brings to
mind the historic precedent of an
enamelled finish on a metal form.
Tsz Mei Li is representative of the next
generation of talented young East
Asian artists continuing long held
traditions while challenging
conventions.
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HEAVEN’S SCULPTURE
#1
Ten no Zo
by AZUSA Irizawa (b.1983)
Reiwa period, 2021
Dry lacquer, kanshitsu
2 pieces
Assembled, 50 x 15 x 43 (h) cm.

Kyoto artist Azusa Irizawa belongs to
a new generation of lacquer artists
who have freed themselves from the
traditional constraints of this medium
through pushing the boundaries of
the dry lacquer, kanshitsu, technique.
Dry lacquer is a process by which
layers of hemp, paper and lacquer
are laid over a mould, allowing the
creation of free-flowing shapes
unlimited by the constraints of
traditional ‘box’ construction.
Azusa is a 2018 graduate of the
Kyoto Municipal Institute of Industrial
Technology and Culture, where she
recalls the guiding taught principle of
first create the shape, then enhance
that shape with decoration, as she
learnt the traditional methods of
lacquer decoration using makie and
shell inlays. But she found herself
increasingly questioning this
approach.
Rather than, for instance, applying
pieces of cut shell-inlay as
decoration, thereby imposing the
artist’s idea onto the surface of an
allotted shape, she created pieces

that incorporated the whole shell so
that it became the shell itself that
gave birth to the overall form. Her
artworks were no longer a
combination of two distinct
components – the base and the
decoration – but allowed the lacquer
to become an extension of the
architecture of the base material.
From here it was a short step towards
allowing the structure and form of her
work to be dictated by nature. Freed
from the traditional roles of artist and
materials, she set out to capture the
gradual evolution of natural
phenomena, particularly in the shape
of the spiral – one of the basic
constructs of the natural realm. As
she observed, a fresh leaf or fern
frond bursts out as a spiral, the layout
of seeds in a sunflower forms a spiral,
the wind blows in a spiral, and DNA is
a spiral. Even our galaxy and the
universe itself is a series of many
thousands of spirals.
The three pieces shown in this
catalogue are her latest work series
poetically entitled Ten no Zo –
Heaven’s Sculpture. They are inspired
by the natural phenomenon of new
life created through the unfurling of a
spiral, and seek to capture the
various expressions of the process.
The technical demands of creating a
perfectly true surface finish are
considerable. These pieces go a step
beyond the traditional, uniform highly
polished, roiro, surface finish through

the incorporation of textures and
contrasting matt qualities. This allows
a conversation between each side of
the forms, maximising the effects of
light reflections on pure form, and
rejecting overt decoration. In addition,
each work is formed of two pieces,
which can be joined in a variety of
ways. I am attempting to create forms
which can interplay in various
combinations, allowing the viewer to
choose the path of the conversation
to suit their feeling at that time.
Azusa Irizawa, 2021.

Azusa received the Gifu Art Exhibition Award,
Museum of Fine Arts, Gifu, 2019, and her work
was also exhibited at Kyoto Art for Tomorrow,
Museum of Kyoto, in 2019. In 2020 she
received the Kyoto City Award for promising
new artist, and Ten no Zo #1 was shown at the
75th Anniversary Exhibition of the Kyoto Kogei
Association, Museum of Kyoto, 2021.
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HEAVEN’S SCULPTURE
#2
Ten no Zo

HEAVEN’S SCULPTURE
#3
Ten no Zo

by AZUSA Irizawa (b.1983)

by AZUSA Irizawa (b.1983)

Reiwa period, 2021
Dry lacquer, kanshitsu
2 pieces
Assembled 18 x 7.5 x 2 cm
Signed tomobako

Reiwa period, 2021
Dry lacquer, kanshitsu
2 pieces
Assembled 18 x 18 x 2 cm
Signed tomobako
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ORNAMENTAL TRAY
by OKADA Yuji (Shiho) (b. 1948)
Heisei period, 2016
Dry lacquer, kanshitsu, mother-of-pearl, yogai,
inlays
61 x 31 x 6 (h) cm
Signed. Signed and sealed tomobako

Okada Yuji is widely acknowledged
as one of the leading lacquer artists
of his generation.
This major work of brilliant,
shimmering, iridescence epitomises
Okada’s long held empathy for the
beauty of natural shell. He works with
New Zealand abalone shells,
selecting only those that exhibit an
energy that can be worked into his
singular design vision. In this piece,
thousands of delicate strips have
been fashioned for inlay onto the
simple, curling, dry-lacquer base.
The result is an intensive panel of
pure, diagonal, banded colours with a
rich palette of greens, pinks and
purples. Their rhythm is reinforced by
separating bands of black lacquer
with inlays of gold disks. The overall
effect is hypnotic – achieved through
painstaking traditional craftsmanship
to create a work of an entirely
contemporary aesthetic.
The edges of the tray are bound with
white mother-of-pearl, while the back
is black lacquer with a sprinkling of
gold and a central golden signature.

Okada Yuji graduated with First Class
Honours in lacquer work from Kyoto’s
Fine Arts and Crafts School in 1967.
Since 1970 his award-winning work
has been regularly exhibited nationally
at the Nitten and Nihon Gendai
Bijutsu Ten (Japan Contemporary
Fine Arts Exhibition), in addition to
regional exhibitions in Korea and
China. In 2006 he founded the Kyoto
Lacquer Art Restoration and
Research Institute (Kyoto Shitsugei
Shufuku Kenkyujo).
In the West, examples of his work are
held in the collections of the
Minneapolis Institute of Arts MN, the
Metropolitan Museum of Art NY, the
Museum of Fine Arts Boston MA,
Denver Art Museum CO, the
Philadelphia Museum of Art PA, and
the New Orleans Museum of Art LA.
This work was shown at Creation of Beauty –
the 70th Year Anniversary Exhibition of the Kyoto
Kogei Association, Museum of Kyoto, 2016
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EARLY SPRING WILLOW
soshun no yanagi
by KATAYAMA Masahiko (b. 1957)
Heisei period, 1980s
Lacquer – makie, with shell and metal inlays
28.2 x 31.2 x 5.8 cm.
Signed. Sealed wrapping cloth.
Signed and sealed tomobako

In a lyrical evocation of the
regenerative power of Spring,
Katayama has here created a Poem
Card Box, shikishi bako, in which the
delicate fronds of a willow tree are
depicted in a range of makie
techiques of gold, eggshell and
mother-of-pearl inlays, with flashes of
new green shoots. The whole is set
against a rich golden ground with
bold hyomon inlays, and captures the
gently swaying characteristics of the
plant as the design wraps seamlessly
around the sides of the lid. It is a
work of great sophistication and
technical accomplishment.
Katayama Masahiko graduated from
the Kanazawa University of Art
Design Department in 1980, where
his graduation work was awarded.
That same year he apprenticed as a
maki-e shi under Living National
Treasure Oba Shogyo (1916-2012),
an artist especially skilled in hyomon
technique. He has since exhibited
with the Nihon Dento Kogeiten
National Traditional Crafts Exhibition,
and been regularly awarded at the
Kanazawa Crafts Competition, the

Kanazawa Lacquer Art Exhibition,
and the Ishikawa Prefectural Art
Exhibition, among others. In 1991 he
took the Grand Prize at the 1991
Ishikawa Modern Art Exhibition, and
now serves as a judge at the
Ishikawa prefectural Modern Art Fair.
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TEA BOWL
chawan

ORNAMENTAL TRAY
kasari bon

by KATO Takeshi (b. 1947)

by ISAO Huyuki (Fuyuki) (b. 1927)

Heisei period, 2000s
Shino-ware
12.5 dia. x 9 cm
Signed. Signed and sealed tomobako

Showa period, 1950/60s
Lacquer on wood
58 x 58 x4.5 cm.
Signed. Wrapping cloth
Signed and sealed tomobako

A classic shino chawan. Dark iron
decorations cut through the
translucent, dramatically textural,
unctuous white feldspar glaze. The
presence of the artist is strongly felt
through the clear finger points seen
on the base where he held the piece
to dip into the glaze. Kato Takeshi,
born into a potting family, attended
the Tajima Technical High School
where, like many other prominent
shino artists of his generation, he
studied under Kobayashi Bunichi
(b.1926) and Osashi Momonosuke
(1921-96). In 1971 he moved to
Kyoto, to apprentice under Uchida
Kunio (1910-94), before returning to
his hometown of Toki in Gifu
Prefecture to set up his own kiln
– Genkuro-gama – in 1973.
Kato closely studied the works of
previous generations – in his case
shino, ki-seto, setoguro and oribe
ware made in Mino during the
Momoyama period. His stated goal is
to produce ‘easy to use, beautiful and
playful ceramics that will enrich
people’s lives.’ This piece epitomises
that ambition.

An apparently simple work of
powerful presence, its geometric
design grid enlivened through the

intervention of five modified zones –
four drifting corners and a sub-divided
centre. The rich red lacquer face is
alive with movement through variations
in texture and colour. Although
designed as a tray, it serves well as a
hanging wall panel.
Son of a Kyoto lacquer artist, Isao first
exhibited work at the Nitten in 1952,
and was a regular exhibitor thereafter.
In 1970 he was appointed an
associate professor at the Kyoto City

University of Arts, KCUA, progressing
to full professorship in 1975 where,
over the following 18 years, he taught
lacquer ‘ornamentation techniques’
to the next generation of artists. As
seen in this design his outlook was
international. He travelled widely and
was a key contributor to a range of
research projects in China, Central
Asia and South America. Of today’s
generation of Kyoto lacquer artists
Sasai Fumie cites the importance of
his influence on her work.
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VESSEL
utsuwa

TO THE MOON
tsuki ni mukau

by CHON Gi Man (b. 1959)

by MIYASHITA Zenji (1939–2012)

Heisei period, c. 2010
Karatsu ware
12 (dia.) x 7.5 cm.
Signed. Signed and sealed tomobako

Heisei 16, 2004
Stoneware, applied coloured clays, saidei
technique
13.5 x 13.5 x 40.5 (h) cm.
Signed. Sealed wrapping cloth
Signed and sealed tomobako

A fine Tea Bowl working with the
shinogi (cutting) technique to form a
satisfyingly tactile work with flowing,
blended, red and black glazes in the
karatsu-ware tradition. The area of
Karatsu in present-day Saga
Prefecture had long been an
important centre for foreign
commerce when, in the late 16th
century, Korean potters (brought over
at the time of Hideyoshi’s Korean war
campaigns) introduced the style of
pottery now known as karatsu ware.
Of Korean descent himself, Chon Gi
Man was born in Fukuoka and
graduated from the Imari Ceramic
Research Centre, Saga Prefecture, in
1990. His work was first publicly
exhibited in 1994, and has been
shown widely since.
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“In each work, my intention is to
create a delightful musical
performance––a harmony of colour
blending with a restrained sense of
the clay ––becoming a canvas for
evocative tranquil landscapes.”
Multi-award winning Kyoto ceramicist
Miyashita Zenji quickly gained
international notice soon after his
graduation work was first shown at
the Nitten in 1964. In all, he would be
awarded by the Nitten 18 times
through his career. From the early
1980s he perfected his unique style
of building up overlapping, wafer-thin,
multi-coloured, irregular-edged clay
bands, (saidei), here culminating in a
black band, and capturing the mood
of a moonlit landscape.
The Freer Sackler Museum has
described Miyashita’s work as “a
modern embodiment of a classic
Kyoto mode associated with the
Heian period … reminiscent of
multi-layered court robes or
decorated papers made for
inscribing poetry”.

Internationally exhibited and
widely published, Miyashita’s
works are held in many
public collections, including
the National Museums of
Modern Art in Tokyo and
Kyoto, Brooklyn Museum of
Art NY, Carnegie Museum PA,
Everson Museum NY, Freer
Sackler DC, Houston Museum
TX, Indiana University
Museum IN, Metropolitan
Museum NY, Newark Museum
NJ, Philadelphia Art Museum
PA, St Louis Art Museum
MO, Spencer Museum of
Art Kansas Univ. KS, British
Museum London UK, Royal
Ontario Museum Toronto
CA, Auckland Museum NZ,
National Ceramic Museum
Sevres FR.
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FLOWER VASE
kabin
by MORINO Taimei (b.1934)
Heisei period, Late 1990s
Stoneware with moai glaze
10 (dia.) x 21 (h) cm.
Signed. Sealed wrapping cloth
Signed and sealed tomobako

A renowned Kyoto potter, Morino’s
work is instantly recognisable for its
simple elegant forms and bold
colourful glazes. This piece,
incorporating his signature turquoise
and metallic glaze, moai, pairs it
with an auspicious, double-gourd,
hisago, form.
A graduate of Kyoto’s Municipal
University of Fine Art, Morino – the
son of potter Morino Kako
(1879-1987) – studied under two
Living National Treasures, Kenkichi
Tomimoto (1886-1963) and
Yoshimichi Fujimoto (1919-92). Such
was his talent that his work was
accepted into the Nitten exhibition
while he was still a student and, in
1960 he received the Nitten’s
prestigious Hokutosho prize. Leaving
Japan to work as a guest professor
at the University of Chicago, he
returned in the late 1960s where his
work was awarded a second
Hokutosho Prize.
Many other awards followed,
including the governor’s prize at the
Gendai Kogei Ten (Modern National

Crafts Exhibition) and, in 2007, the
Japan Art Academy Prize – an award
similar in weight to the Living National
Treasure status. Throughout his
career Morino’s work has been
extensively exhibited internationally.
Still working today, his new output is
regularly exhibited throughout Japan.

FLOWER VASE
kabin
by MORINO Taimei (b.1934)
Heisei period, c.2000
Stoneware with resist glaze motifs
14 (dia.) x 21 (h) cm.
Signed. Sealed wrapping cloth
Signed and sealed tomobako

This signature, thick-walled, tapering
vessel decorated with enigmatic
black designs against a lacquer-red
ground, epitomises a constant theme
in Morino’s work. There is a playful
ambiguity, recalling the iron
metalwork seen on traditional
Japanese red-lacquered furniture, as
the black motifs dance across the
inner and outer surfaces. Much has
also been written regarding Morino’s
focus on the Japanese concept of
negative space, ma, and the rhythms
that works such as this piece exhibit.
Reflecting on his career, Morino has
identified a broad set of influences –
from an appreciation of 1960s Pop
Art and Abstract Expressionism, to
his embracing the avant-garde
post-war Sodeisha movement
and its reaction to the mingei, folk
craft tradition.
Morino’s works are held in the collections of
Brooklyn Museum NY, Cleveland Museum
of Art OH, Metropolitan Museum of Art NY,
Minneapolis Institute of Art MN, Musée des
Arts Décoratifs Paris FR, Museum of Fine Arts
Boston MA, National Museums of Modern Art
in Kyoto, Tokyo and Osaka, Seoul Metropolitan
Museum of Art South Korea, V&A London UK.
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WHITE
CHRYSANTHEMUM
Hakuji Kikubana-cho
by TSUKAMOTO Kaiji (1912–90)
Showa period, 1960/80s
Porcelain
Each 10.8 dia. x 2 cm.
Signed and sealed tomobako

Five, seemingly impossibly delicate,
translucent, celadon dishes appear
like ephemeral snowflakes on the
ground. Their creator Tsukamoto Kaiji
dedicated his life to the research and
revival of the Chinese tradition of
white (hakuji) and celadon (seihakuji)
porcelains from the Song Dynasty. It
has been suggested that his
achievements often surpassed their
original Song inspiration.
Tsukamoto was born into a lineage of
potters, being son of the 7th
generational head of the family –
Tsukamoto Gennemon – which for
over 200 years had worked in the
tradition of Chinese Dingyao style
white porcelain, from their kiln in Toki,
Gifu Prefecture. Post war, Tsukamoto
studied under Hineno Sakuzo
(1907-84) and Koyama Fujio
(1900-75) who was recognised for his
pioneering research work into
Chinese ceramics. Building on that
knowledge, Tsukamoto quickly
caught public attention. In 1961 he
received MITI’s Good Design
Commendation and, in 1964, the
Gold Medal at California’s 21st

Century Exposition. His work was
shown at the 1965 Nihon Dento
Kogeiten National Traditional Crafts
Exhibition, where he was awarded.
He continued to receive many awards
culminating in the prestigious Japan
Ceramics Society Award in 1979 and
the Japan-China Cultural Award in
1980. His unique contribution to
Japanese craftmanship had first been
marked by his designation as an
‘Important Intangible Cultural
Property’ for Gifu Prefecture, 1973,
and was then nationally recognised in
1983 when he was designated a
Living National Treasure for his
achievements in preserving the
Chinese Dingyao techniques. The
Toki kiln continues production today
under its 10th generational head,
Tsukamoto Mitsuru.

Works by Tsukamoto Kaiji are held in the
National Museums of Modern Art in both Tokyo
and Kyoto, and Osaka’s Museum of Oriental
Ceramics.
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PLATTER & 5 DISHES
by RAKUSAI
Heisei period, c.2010
Shigaraki ware
Footed Platter 31.5 x 23 x 4.5 (h) cm
Five dishes, each 27 x 8.5 x 3 (h )cm
Sealed wrapping cloth
Signed and sealed tomobako

The Rakusai family, now in its 5th
generation, is credited with reviving
the fortunes of shigaraki-ware, taking
inspiration from the historically
admired unglazed works of the 16th
century. At the time of the kiln’s
founding by Takahashi Tozaemon in
the early part of the 19th century,
shigaraki- ware had become largely
mass-produced, glazed works, using
clay with the trademark feldspar and
silica particles refined out.
Rakusai III, who took over the kiln in
1917, consolidated the popularity of
the traditionally unglazed work, for
which achievement he was
designated a Shiga Prefecture
‘Intangible Cultural Property’ in 1964.
The Rakusai kiln today is widely
respected for its continuing
production of tea ceramics and
pieces for everyday use.
This beautiful set epitomises the
understated style of Rakusai V. The
Japanese devotion to raising food
presentation to the level of an artform
is well known and much admired in
the West. Its intention is to create the

perfect meal to appeal to all our
senses through its arrangement,
colour, taste and texture. The serving
dishes, the calligraphy of the menu
and even the dress of the serving
staff work in perfect harmony to
provide total satisfaction for the diner.
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DISH
by KATO Shigetaka (1927-2013)
Showa period, 1970/80s
Oribe stoneware
27 (dia.) x 3.6 (h) cm.
Signed. Sealed wrapping cloth.
Signed & sealed tomobako

A signature work by this highly
regarded artist working in the oribe
Mino tradition. The striated working
of the surface captures energy
redolent of a distant starburst, which
is completed by a powerful green
copper glaze that pools around the
worked ridges of the face. The glaze

flows over the back of the piece,
culminating is a series of rich green
globules against the raw clay.
Shigetaka was the third son of Kato
Tokuro (1897-1985) whose own
oribe-ware achievements were
designated as an Important Cultural
Property in 1952. Tokuro was a
controversial character in the world of
Japanese ceramics, but clearly a
good teacher to his son, who enjoyed
a very successful career. From 1959
to 1971 his work was selected each
year for exhibition at the Nitten, at
which he was awarded the
Hokutosho prize and the Modern

Ceramics prize, followed by the
governor’s prize at the Asahi Togeiten
Ceramic Exhibition. In 1967 he was
awarded the prestigious Japan
Ceramic Society Prize, followed by
the Craft Prize at the Japan
Contemporary Craft Exhibition in
1970, and the Nagoya Artist Award in
1998. In the West, his work features
as the cover illustration the seminal
publication Modern Japanese
Ceramics in American Collections,
New York Japan Society,1993 –
Baekeland, Moes, Faulkner et al.
Works by Shigetaka are held in the collections of
the Brooklyn Museum NY, and Johnson Museum
of Art, Cornell University NY.
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INCENSE CEREMONY
BOX
jinbako
Meiji period, late 19th century
Gold, silver and coloured makie with inlays
24.4 x 21.2 x 19 (h) cm.

INCENSE BURNER
koro
by UNO Toru (b.1935)
Showa period, late 1950s/early 60s
Glazed porcelain
11 (dia.) x 3 (h) cm.
Silver lid, signed Muneyoshi
Sealed. Signed & sealed tomobako

The beauty of this piece – simply
entitled hakyu (white glaze) koro – lies
in its elegance. While koro often take
the form of a shape to which feet
have been added, in this work the

design is complete, the koro rising
organically from the three points of
contact with the ground. Around the
shoulder of the piece, deep blue
spots of clay set a context for the
silver lid in the form of a
chrysanthemum flowerhead. The lid is
signed Muneyoshi (Tanaka Tadayoshi,
d. 1958), one of Japan’s leading 20th
century silversmiths. Kyoto-born, Uno
Toru studied under Kano Mitsuo
(1903-1970) and Kusube Yaichi
(1897-1984), establishing his own kiln
in 1961. In addition to numerous solo
shows, his work has been widely

exhibited and awarded nationally, at
the Nitten and the Modern
Contemporary Art Crafts Exhibition
Gendai kogei bijutsu ten, and locally
in Kyoto Prefecture as part of group
Design and Craft fairs. In 1965, he
exhibited at the Berlin Art Festival,
and in 1978, following three years
touring Europe studying art, he
became a member of the
International Academy of Ceramics
(IAC), Geneva.

Decorated with the utensils of the Tea
Ceremony, this two-tier lidded box
presents a masterclass in lacquer’s
ability to imitate a wide range of
materials, through innovative,
kawari-nuri, techniques. On the lid,
the artist has created the illusion of an
ivory- lidded ceramic chaire placed
on an exotic textile with bamboo tea
scoop and silk, drawstring, pouch.
Around the four sides are 11 items
– including a cast-iron tetsubin with
dragon design, a bamboo water
scoop and its celadon ceramic stand,
tea kettle, bamboo one-cut flower
vase, ceramic incense burner, koro,
with silver, pierced, lid, a ceramic
water jar, mizusashi, with black
lacquer lid, and a tea whisk. However,
only the body of the ceramic koro is
the material it purports to be. The
surface finish throughout is a black,
ishime textural ground.
Under the lid, a bamboo basket holds
charcoal pieces and kindling for the
fire, with two cast-iron handles for
lifting the tetsubin. Contained within
the box is a loose-laid tray decorated
with a single feather with finely
detailed, deer-horn handle, and an
incense storage box marked with the

auspicious character kotobuki,
imparting wishes for a long and
healthy life. Taken together these
items indicate the use of overall work
– as a container for the components
of the Incense Ceremony.
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WRITING TABLE
bundai
by NISHIZAWA Gyokushu
(1889-1969)
Late Taisho/early Showa period, 1920-30
Gold and silver makie on a red lacquer ground
60.6 x 32.6 x 12.4 cm.
Signed. Signed and sealed tomobako

This striking, stylised, design of
golden rice stalks arching across a
rich red ground has a bold, energetic,
quality entirely in keeping with the
artistic mood of its period. For the
rhythmic scattering of rice heads
Gyokushu has used a range of
coloured gold powders, while for the

stems he has polished through the
gold to reveal the red ground, to
give a solidity to the strong yet
delicate plant.
The floriate legs, ‘bound’ in silver
lacquer representative of traditional
metal binding, are decorated with
designs of sparrows, suzume. In
Japanese folklore the sparrow
exemplifies the virtue of repaying
one’s obligations, and its association
with rice heads has a long history.
It could be speculated that the
underlying mood of this design
would prompt the user of the
writing desk to ensure sincere and
respectful communication.

Gyokushu was a member of one of
Kyoto’s leading artistic families – the
Domoto – having married the sister of
the lacquer artist, Domoto Gosaburo
(Shikken),1889 -1964, himself the
brother of leading nihonga artist,
Domoto Insho, 1891-1975. In 1919,
he became a member of Nihon
Shikkōkai (the Japan Lacquer
Society). Throughout his career
Gyokushu’s work regularly received
awards in public exhibition, and was
selected for the Shōkō-ten (the
Ministry of Commerce’s Craft
Exhibition) multiple times. In 1930, he
won the Kyoto Kōgei Bijutsu shō (the
Kyoto Kogei Art Award).
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WRITING BOX
suzuribako
by KAMISAKA Sekka (1866-1942)
and KAMISAKA Yukichi (1886-1938)
Late Taisho/early Showa period, 1920-30
Gold makie with lead and shell inlay
22.5 x 16 x 6.5 (h) cm.
Sealed tomobako

Kamisaka Sekka is credited by many
to be the father of Modern Japanese
Design in the early 20th century. He
re-interpreted the pure Japanese
rinpa style of design, rejecting
Chinese influence, and
taking inspiration from the
Japanese Classics.

The design of this piece shows
Ariwara no Narihira – a poet whose
works are collected in the Heian
literary classic, The Tales of Ise – in
the context of perhaps his most
famous poem immortalising the
eight-fold bridge over an iris-filled
marsh, yatsuhashi. It is a scenario
that has inspired Japanese artists for
over a thousand years. In Sekka’s
rinpa interpretation, the poet sits in
contemplation against a shimmering,
black lacquer ground. A series of
bold, lacquer devices, is used to
depict the figure. His coat and hat
are formed of rough lead sheet inlay
that counterpoints the rich gold makie
of the trousers. The ethereal pallor of

the mother-of-pearl, raden, inlay used
for the face suggests a moonlit setting.
The black ground is agitated.
Opening the box reveals a single iris,
its flower-head formed of meticulously
pieced mother-of-pearl, and its leaves
in gold hiramakie, set against the inky
stillness of a watery location rendered
in mirror-smooth black lacquer. The
subtle restlessness of the exterior has
been calmed in preparation for writing.
The execution of the work is by
Sekka’s brother – the lacquerist,
Kamisaka Yukichi.
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FLOWER VASE
hanaike

Late Showa/early Heisei period, 1980/90s
Porcelain, black oil-spot glaze
23 dia x 23 (h) cm.
Sealed. Signed and sealed tomobako

those ears to three residual points
that very subtly draw tension lines
down the vase. It is as if the string
is there, pressing, not against a hard
ceramic, but a yielding, softer form.
The beauty of the form is then
reinforced by a fine oilspot,
tenmoku, glaze.

The form of this generous, fully
rounded vase is reminiscent of a
medieval tea storage jar with looped
ears to the shoulder for securing a lid
with cord. Here Kato has reduced

To get oil spot effects, the tenmoku
glaze is fired in oxidation. When
sufficiently heated, the red iron oxide
used in the glaze recipe releases
oxygen atoms. These bubble to the

by KATO Seiji (b.1926)

surface of the glaze, taking iron with
them and depositing it on the surface.
The result is a black spot formed on
the glaze surface which differs in
colour from the surrounding glaze.
Kato studied under Hiroshi Mimura in
Gifu Province, opening his own kiln in
1960. His work is held in the
collections of the National Museum of
Modern Art, Kyoto and the Imperial
Household.

TRAY
by SOTAKU
Meiji period, c. 1900
Gold and coloured makie
27.5 x 27.5 x 2.7 (h) cm.
Sealed wrapping paper and tomobako

Against a high-gloss black, roiro,
ground, sits a metal hanging tray
pierced with a scrolling floral design,
karakusa, and decorated with lotus
flowerheads. While the outside face is
worked in high- relief, takamakie, the

inner surfaces are executed in
mirror-flat togadashie. Around the tray
lie its hanging cords. The three,
metal-tipped, knotted hanging cords
are supremely naturalistic in their
casual positioning as they flow over
the edges of the tray, and are
executed in fine realism using gold,
silver and red hiramakie. The tray
holds lotus petals, loosely piled up
and delicately drawn in subtly
gradated tones of gold takamakie.
In Japan, the Lotus flower epitomises
the power of regeneration, rising from

challenging circumstances to achieve
a fleeting pure beauty that mirrors the
path to enlightenment in Buddhist
faith through the cycle of life, death
and rebirth.
This is a very elegant and satisfying
piece, its understated design
executed with the exceptional
technical skill associated with the
Meiji period.
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